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1 - Prolouge

The Different Dreams

(These are the dreams that will be used in the Fic Just read this before you read the Fic then refer back
to it when ever you need.)

(Ladaya_Solo) The Prom and the Sohma curse: I wanted to go to the prom with my brother but all I
was wearing was a tie-dye shirt and a denim skirt. Then we found out that my brother and his friends
have the Sohma curse.

(Fueraqua) The Mario/ Akito: I had a dream where Akito was trying to kill me because I told Hatori to
“accidentally” poison him instead of make him better.

(Ladaya_Solo) The Egg Guy: I had a dream where there was this evil giant egg that was trying to ruin
ping-pong by replacing all ping pong balls with raw eggs. So to defeat him we had to hack into a Mary
Kate and Ashley Olsen computer game.

(Fueraqua) The Red Squirrels: I had a dream where I had a packet of magic beans. When I ate them, I
became a red squirrel. This evil dwarf was chasing my cousin and me, so we ate the beans. We turned
into red squirrels and tried escaping through the ventilation system, but the dwarf was following us, even
though he was much bigger than the vent.

(Ladaya_Solo) Sailor Jupiter in a light bulb: I had a dream where Sailor Jupiter was trapped in a giant
light bulb and was slowly becoming a motorcycle-riding turtle.

(Fueraqua) Crocodile/ Kyo/ Girl Scout Camp/ Sixth Grade Camp: I had two crocodile dreams, but I
combined them. My grandpa and I were on this platform over crocodile infested waters. Somebody
pushed us off and we were swimming through the crocs' river. I was swimming around a river bend
when I looked back and Kyo was there. The kids my sixth grade were there on a hill. I had to do this
obstacle course with all these crocs following me.



(Ladaya_Solo) The Zebra Stampede on the M.F.: To understand this dream you have to know I have
an Original Character that is my namesake Ladaya Solo, She is Han and Leia's daughter. Anyway in this
dream a Zebra Stampede trampled the Millennium Falcon even though it was up high and a
four-year-old girl drew an adult version of the three little pigs.

(Fueraqua) The E.P.P./ Tiger Picture/ Inflatable: First, E.P.P. stands for Extended Projects Program,
which is a class for people above normal intelligence level. I was in this cave system with all these
tunnels, and the people from my E.P.P. class were there. There was a picture of a tiger in a mountain
scene, and I could go into it. Later, my family and I were in this elevator going out of the caves and into
this inflatable park.

(Ladaya_Solo) Ms. Strict's Room: I was in my fifth grade room that looked like my back yard when the
floor fell out and Kiki From Kiki's Delivery Service and Totoro from My neighbor Totoro were falling with
me into the New York harbor.

(Fueraqua) The Lion King Glass Food: When I was about five I had a dream where I was one of Nala
from the Lion King's friends. As we got older, we got upgraded to this food that was shaped like cats and
was made out of plastic glass.

(Ladaya_Solo) Full House: I had a dream where there was a ton of random people came in my hose
when I asked them to go away and they refused I said “Oh my god, the next thing you know the whole
school of Hogwarts will be here” And the next thing you knew the whole school of Hogwarts was there.

(Fueraqua) The Haunted Grocery Store/ Library Thing/ FB/ AVP: I had a dream where there was a
haunted grocery store with portals to H-E-Double Hockey sticks All the FB characters were there. There
was a library where my family and I went while on vacation. At the library I got two books: Learning
Music With Shigure and More Music With Haru. I got Shigure's version because it would be more
informational, and Haru's because he's hot. (Which is totally not like me). Later, a few of the FB
character's were in a storm cellar and tied up like the aliens do to their prey.



(Ladaya_Solo) Link at the Starburst Factory: I had a dream in which the Starburst Company was
making a hot fruit drink by melting orange Starbursts. The man who was making it in this machine put
the orange Starburst in awkwardly `cause he was afraid of getting his fingers chopped off. A white blob
of starburst came out. I tried some it was really salty. They had apparently made a Chocolate one before
`cause Link was there and he said, “I didn't like that chocolate hot lava”.

(Fueraqua) Bloor's Enlistment: I had a dream where my older brother Chris and I were being enlisted
for Bloor's Academy, even though we had no power or talent. Then Ezekiel was going around in his
squeaky wheelchair. The squeaking was actually a toy my little brother was playing with.

(Ladaya_Solo) History Train to Liberty's Kids: My family went on a train that went back to the time of
the time of the Civil War. But I said I'd rather go to the Revolutionary War time and be like the kids from
Liberty's Kids. A boy agreed with me. He said he would be James and I would be Sarah. So we ditched
the train. To find Henri we went to this French Toy Store. “cept the boy we found was shy and nothing
like Henri. XD

(Fueraqua) My Quest to Kill Smaug: I had a dream where my name was Chrystal Amethyst, and I was
going on a quest to kill Smaug the evil dragon from The Hobbit. I was trying to hide behind trees from an
army of orcs marching up 161 (name of a street). Aragorn and Borimir were trying to beat me to Smaug
so they could kill him first.

(Ladaya_Solo) Aladdin and Kyo and the crazy fan girls: In this dream it was the third Aladdin movie
and we had to explore a golden palace. There was Aladdin, Me, Fueraqua, Kyo, and some random
pirate. The pirate was our guide. The pirate warned Kyo and Aladdin to watch out for wild crazy fan girls
but Aladdin didn't listen so, the girls carried off both Kyo and Aladdin. Then all of the sudden Fueraqua
and I were on a big ocean liner type ship going across lake Michigan, all my class mates from last year
were there and then some. We could freely use the ship's intercom, so I said into it: “IF KYO AND
ALADDIN ARE IN ANY WAY SHAPE OR FORM ABLE TO ESCAPE PLEASE REPORT TO THE
FRONT DECK NOW.”

(Fueraqua) 5th Grade Escapees: I was in fifth grade with the evil Ms. Strict being her hippopotamus
self. In my dream it was indoor recess, and no teacher was in the room at the time. I was helping
everybody in my class escape through a second story window and get to freedom.



(Ladaya_Solo) SW and PotC Crossover: Captain Jack Sparrow (Cap Jack), Will and Elizabeth were
floating on a raft at sea all of the sudden a literally GREEN storm came up and after it settled down Will
and Elizabeth were Han and Leia. They got off onto the dock and Ladaya (my character) was there. She
found out that Han was on trial and Cap Jack had to witness for him.

(Fueraqua) Horse Camp with my Siblings (and ice cream): I was going to horse camp for a second
time, except this time I was with my little brother and sister. We all were staying for one night at the
camp… in tree houses. Then my dad bought us all ice cream and chocolate covered pretzel sticks.



2 - The Sohma Curse

Chapter 1: The Sohma Curse

(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy NEITHER FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST
OF THESE CHARACERS)

It was prom night for The High School. Daphne and Amy (Ladaya and Fueraqua,) decided to go to the
High school prom, even though both were in Middle school. Little did they know that would be a night to
remember&



�Are you ready, Amy?� Called Daphne as she put her hair up in a ponytail. She wore a blue and purple
tie-dye shirt and denim skirt with her Nike black sandals.

�Almost,� Amy replied while doing the finishing touches of putting glitter all over herself. She is very
obsessed with glitter, so the room she�s getting ready in is a mess. She was wearing a Sophisticat
T-shirt and some hot pink capris, as well as light blue Crocs.

Just then Daphne�s brother Adam and his friends came in the room.

�PERVERTS� Yelled Daphne as she attempted to beat up the boys, Adam, Josh, Peter, Brendan, and
Michael. �HOW DID YOU KNOW WE WEREN�T DONE DRESSING YET??�

�Yah that�s WRONG!!!!� Said Amy as she peeked her head out and sprayed them with glitter till every
last one looked like glitter fairies.

Adam grabbed Daphne�s wrists and held them tightly as she ran towards them with fists. He then lifted



her up and looked her in the eye and said, �You�re not coming�

�Why not?� chorused Daphne and Amy together.

�Because it�s for high schoolers ONLY.� Peter replied while commandeering Amy�s glitter.

�Aaaaaaaagh, it�s the tall one!!!!! And he stole my glitter!!!� Amy yelled while trying to decide whether to
get the glitter back or run. She decided to run.

Lucy, Adam�s girlfriend, felt sort of sympathetic for them. �Come on guys what can it hurt? After all we�ll
be going to College next year and they won�t get to see us again for a while.� She said.

�Who asked you, CANADIAN!!!!� Said Michael. (The boys always give Lucy a hard time about being a
Canadian even though Canadians ROCK!!!!!)

�One, we still have the summer, two, they don�t even have tickets.� Said Brendan

�Oh contrare.� Said Amy, smiling mischievously. She held up two Prom tickets. �We picked them up last
week. We also have PLENTY of money for Dinner. And tickets,� She said holding up more tickets �To



after hours!�

�Smarter than they look, aren�t they?� asked Beth, who also sympathized with the two younger girls.
�Let�s let them go.�

�Lucy, can you make Peter give back my glitter?�

�Sure� she replied while taking the glitter bottle back and handing it to Amy.

Narrator: Well, in real life Peter would have �fought� her and she would have lost but we�ll ignore that
detail& I�M SORRY!!!!!! I CAN�T NARATE A STORY!!! I�M SORRY!!!!!!!! PUNISH ME FOR MY SINS!!!!

Ladaya_Solo: Whose bright idea was it to have Ritsu as the narrator?

Fueraqua: Yours.



Ladaya_Solo: Oh& right. Well he was cheapest.

Fueraqua: *sigh* (pokes Ritsu�s side)

Ritsu: I�M SOR- (faints from Fueraqua poking him.)

Fueraqua: Get the next cheapest.

Ladaya_Solo: (looks at the list) well, do you want the fic to be in all CAPS?

Fueraqua: No, not really.

Ladaya_Solo: O.k. then not Maddie�s character the all CAPS narrator. Ummm& Do you want Jerry
Louis as the narrator



Fueraqua: um Who-

Ladaya_Solo: I thought not. *shudder* soooooo annoying, but At this rate we�ll use up are whole budget
on the Narrato- HOW COME SHE�S THE 4TH CHEAPEST NARRATOR!?!?!?!?! SHE ROX.

Fueraqua: Who?

Ladaya_Solo: Karashi from Webrunner�s Adventurers.

Fueraqua: YAH YAH YAH!!!! GET HER GET HER GET HER!!!!

Ladaya_Solo: (hands story to Karashi) Will you read this for us.

Karashi: Sure it would be a plesure.

Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua: YAAAAAAAAAY



Karashi: (takes script.) *ach hem*

When Lucy handed the glitter back to Amy, both Daphne and Amy stared at Lucy�s wrist. For there, on
Lucy�s left wrist was a bracelet. But it wasn�t any old bracelet; it was a bracelet where the beads were
round, and the pattern was red, white, red, white.

Karashi: Dun dun dun& In all my years as a ninja, I never knew that a bracelet could be so significant. I
mean seriously, what�s a bracelet got to do with anything?

Amy gasped, �Lucy, where did you get that bracelet?�



Lucy pulled her hand back nervously and stammered, �Wh-what this ol-old thing? I-I�ve h-h-h-had it for
ages. I just, just never w-wear it.�

�Hang on a moment, let me try something&� Daphne then walked over and glomped her brother Adam.
There was a puff of smoke and Adam was gone, replaced by a seahorse.

Karashi: Hmmm& a puff of smoke eh. Puff of smokes are very useful in ninja fighting. Always bring your
smoke bombs. Throw one down and it will explode. Your enemies will be surrounded by smoke by the
time it clears you will be gone Hahahahahaha

�Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!! We need salt water!! Or freshwater!!! What do we do??!!!!
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!� Yelled Amy panicky.

�Amy, remember, when in crisis, turn to Fruits Basket!! What would the FB characters do in this
situation?!�



�Uhhh& throw him in the bathtub?�

So, they threw him in the bathtub in the bathroom by Daphne�s room. Which still had water in it from
Daphne�s bath. She forgot to unplug it.

�Um& won�t the soap kill him?� Michael asked.

�QUIET!!� Roared Daphne. �Amy go down and get some salt from the spice cabinet. Stat!! Lucy show her
where it is. Stat!!�

�But I don�t kno-.� Lucy started �I said show her where it IS!!� Daphne growled and shook her fist.

�Yes. Ma�am.� Lucy replied

�Don�t you call me �Yes Ma�am� GIRL!!!� Daphne exclaimed

Lucy and Amy rushed down stairs. Within minutes they were back up stairs with a spice dohicky in hand.



Before any one could stop them they poured it in. A reddish spice came out.

�Oops.� Lucy said as she looked at the label, it read �paprika.�

�That�s definitely not good.� Several people said at once.

Then Adam transformed back. �ARRRRG MY EYES!!!!� He yelled

�EEEEEK my eyes� said all the girls and Michael turning away quickly.

Everyone except for Adam quickly evacuated the room and closed the door behind them.

�Ok, so who else turns into an animal here?� asked Daphne.



The high schoolers all looked at each other sheepishly and each and every one of them raised their
hands.

�So which animals are all of you. Lucy, we already know you�re the cat. The rest of us tell us what animal
you are starting with& Beth.�

�I�m a tiger.�

�I�m a ram,� said Peter.

�I�m a dog,� said Josh

�Suits you well,� said Daphne.

�Huh�

�Never mind�



�Rooster.� Said Michael

�A boar,� Said Brendan.

Karashi: Sounds like a little kid story, it�s all like �said so and so, said whoever, said, said, said

�And Adam�s a Seahorse of coarse.� Lucy stated.

�Dragon.� Amy and Daphne said at once.

�Hun?�



�You see it�s the Chinese Zodiac. Adam�s the dragon but he�s represented by the seahorse.�

�But Adam�s not the Dragon he�s the rabbit.� Josh said confused

�Yah, it�s weird like that.�

Just then Adam came out dressed, his eyes were red from the paprika. �Alright, change of plans. We�re
not going to the prom.�

�WE�RE NOT?!� Everyone exclaimed.

�No, we need to find a way to break this curse.�



Karashi: As a ninja, I�d say it�s silly to worry about turning into an animal. It�s my professional advice as
a ninja for you not to worry about it. With me it�s all bam, bang, boom, and the fight�s over and the ninjas
have won again&



3 - Escape from the Fifth Grade Again

Chapter 2: Escape From Fifth Grade Again

(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy NEITHER FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST
OF THESE CHARACERS)

Karashi: (continues to ramble on about her ninja days)



Fueraqua: We need to do something she�s just talking about being a ninja.

Ladaya_Solo: Yes we should fire her but she�ll kill us �cause she�s a ninja. Plus I idolize her. So, I don�t
want to be her enemy.

Fueraqua: Well, some one�s got to break it to her

Ladaya_Solo: Let�s do a coin toss. Whoever�s face shows up that person has to talk to her. (Takes out
a coin shows it to Fueraqua to make sure she knows it�s fair) CALL IT THE AIR (flips coin)

Fueraqua: HEADS!!!!

(The coin falls to the floor Fueraqua and Ladaya_Solo look at it&..TAILS)

Fueraqua: Ha! I win!! (Does the Runescape jig)

Ladaya_Solo: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!



Fueraqua: YESSSSSSSSSSS!!! *Maniacal laughter* If you�re scared, I�ll go with you, but you still have
to do the talking.

Ladaya_Solo: (glaring venomously at Fueraqua) Fine!

Karashi: (still talking about being a ninja)

Ladaya_Solo: Ummm&. Karashi???

Karashi: What?

Ladaya_Solo: Well, you�re a really great ninja and all, but&

Karashi: Oh! I�m late for my date with Drecker! (Runs off)



Ladaya_Solo: Yes!! (Yells after Karashi) HAVE FUN AND TAKE YOU�RE TIME Well, we killed two
birds with one stone there, didn�t we? �Cause Karashi/Drecker is THE BEST COUPLE EVER!!! And as
long as we�re on the subject on KarashiXDrecker and in a story about dreams DRECKER IS NOT A
HEATH BAR!!

Fueraqua: Yep! Sooo& next up& (Reads list) Homer Simpson!?!?!

Ladaya_Solo: WHAT!?!?!?!? Ok& sure!

Homer: (walks in, stuffing donuts into his mouth) �Homer no function beer well without.�

Fueraqua: (shoves Beer and Script at Homer) Here�s your beer, now read the script.

Homer: Mmm& typed script (drools all over)

Ladaya_Solo: Ewwwwwwwwwwwwwwww that�s disgusting! Fueraqua, are you sure this is a good
idea?



Fueraqua: He hasn�t done anything too bad yet. We�ll give him three chances. After he does something
stupid for the third time, we fire him.

Ladaya_Solo: Sounds like a plan to me! Now READ!! (Pokes Homer)

Homer: Hun? Wha..? Awwwoooo, o.k.

�How do you think we can do that?� Beth asked Adam after he�d said he planned to break the curse.

�Hmm& crazy adventures vs. Prom, surprisingly Prom wins.� Daphne stated. �But you�ll need experts on
the Sohma curse like Amy and I, so we�ll go with you.�

�Hun? When did I volunteer for-� Amy started to say.

�And I know the best place start,� Daphne interrupted �Where all evil begins: SCHOOL�



�Nooooooooooooooo not school!!! Please, anything but that!!!! Wait do you mean The Middle School,
The High School, or The Elementary School?�

�You know which one, Amy. You�re worst year, with the evil teacher that teaches nothing except how to
eat sidewalk chalk and paint.�

�NOOOOOOOOOOOO not� Amy gasped and lowered her voice. �Ms. Strict.� Giving a great sigh Amy
remarked, �Fine, if it�s to defeat the evil fouling the curse, I�ll do it.�

Suddenly, the group was in room 205

�NOOOOOOOOOOOO� Screamed Daphne and Amy holding on to each other tightly.

Daphne looked at her watch, �WHAT!!� She exclaimed, �It was just 6 pm now it is lunch time. CREEPY!!
O_O�

�It must be magic!� Lucy alleged as if it were normal.



�Not everything is magic, Lucy� Adam told Lucy as if he were talking to a little kid.

�Well how do you explain how the time changed?� Beth asked as if she was the only right one and Adam
was wrong �Not to mention we just appeared here.�

�I agree with the girls.� Michael said mater-of-factly �Magic was sprinkled-

Homer: mmmmmmmmmm&&&& sprinkles& (Drools all over script)

Fueraqua: Strike one!!

Over us�



�Whatever Michael� Josh said shaking his head.

�Ummm guys&� Amy said with a distinct quiver in her voice �Am I the only one who notices the kids are
doing work when they�re s�posed to be out a recess?�

�Why, that�s because they�re on indoor recess.� Said an ominous voice from the doorway.

That voice sounds familiar Adam thought I wonder if it�s&

 �But, it�s a lovely day ou- *gasp*� Amy stuttered as they all turned and saw that the source of the voice
was just who they feared it was.

�Hello Adam, Michael, Daphne, and Amy.� The ominous voice said �kindly�. �Welcome back to room 205�

�Ms. Strict� The four said at once fear in there voice.



�Yes� Ms. Strict smiled �There�s plenty of work for you. Please sit down.�

Ms. Strict was sitting at her desk, eating sidewalk chalk and paint. (Inside joke)

�How do we get out of here?� whispered Peter.

�I don�t know, but the short people are staring at us.� Replied Amy. Meaning the fifth graders, of course.

Everyone sits there, pondering their situation.

Suddenly Michael�s face lit up. �I�ve GOT it!� he grinned and pulled out his cell phone. He whispered his
plan to the rest then raised his hand



Luckily at that moment Ms. Strict looked up. �What is it Michael.�

�May I go to the Bathroom PLEASE!!!!!!!??� Michael replied trying to sound desperate.

�Sign out and be quick about it.� Ms. Strict grumbled before returning to her lunch.

Keeping his desperate �I Really have to pee� act, Michael jammed his cell phone into his pocket, quickly
signed out and ran across the hall to the bathroom.�

�Wow he�s good-� Daphne started to whisper when Ms. Strict interpreted

�I SHOULDN�T HEAR ANY TALKING, OR I�LL ASUME YOU�RE DONE WITH YOUR WORK AND GIVE
YOU TWICE AS MUCH!!!!!�

Daphne shut her mouth. At that moment the intercom clicked on. A women�s voice came over the phone
and said �Ms. Strict�



�Yes� Ms. Strict replied in a sing-song voice

�Your son�s on the phone, he says it�s an emergency.�

A mist of chatter arose form the kids, while Ms. Strict rushed out of the room.

Within minutes Michael returned. �Alright everyone!!� He shouted �She just picked up the phone. I hung
up on her. She�ll be back soon!! If you want to escape we�d better hurry.�

Then turning to Amy he stated �Amy you know what to do.�

�Okay, I have these weird flying powers all of the sudden and I�ll give them to everyone else.� Amy
revealed. �We�ll all jump out of that window and aim to land in that tree.� Amy said, pointing to a tree.
�Here it goes!�

Everyone stared jumping out of the window when Ms. Strict stormed in. �YOU TRICKED ME, YOU
LITTLE ANNOYING PESTS!!!!!!!!!!�



 �RUN!!!!!!!!� Shouted Daphne.

Everyone scrambled out the window. Lucy was about to follow the rest, when Ms. Strict ran up and
grabbed her leg.

�HAHAHAHA!!!!!� Ms. Strict laughed maniacally �YOU CAN�T ESCAPE FROM ME AGAIN!!!! I�LL KEEP
YOU HERE FOR EVER AND YOU�LL NEVER GO TO SIXTH GRADE!!!!�

�What do you mean!!?� Lucy yelled back �I�m in high school!! And when did I escape from you before!!! I
was in Canada!!! CANADA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�

�CANADA IS THE AXIS OF EVIL!!!!!!!� Screamed Ms. Strict as she began to pull Lucy back in.

Ms. Strict pulled and pulled. Lucy tried to resist but there was no escape!! Her fingers were slipping off
the ledge. Just when it seemed it was over for Lucy&.



Homer: ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

Ladaya_Solo: (slaps Homer) WAKE UP AND READ THE SCRIPT!!!! By the way you have one more
chance! Then it�s back to the Nuclear Plant.

Homer: Awwwwoooo!!!

Lucy kicked Ms. Strict in the face.

�AAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!� Ms. Strict grabbed her nose as it began to bleed.

Lucy used her chance while it was in her hands and jumped out the window. Only to find they were not
flying into a tree just out side the school, but something even weirder.

Wait, Lucy thought we�re falling into New York Harbor!!!! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! She



looked down and saw all of the other people falling. Suddenly all of the fifth graders disappeared!

�Where did they go?!� Shouted Beth, who was right next to Lucy.

�I don�t know, but the flying powers I gave everyone aren�t working!� Amy replied. �Well, at least now I
know not to trust&� But Amy was cut off by a girl in a dark purple dress.

�Hay, I have an idea!� The girl announced

�Who are you?� Amy asked

�Kiki from Kiki�s delivery service.� Adam answered. �What�s your idea Kiki?�

�Let�s use her torch as a broom. I can fly it it�s big enough for all of us.� Kiki stated excitedly pointing to
the statue of liberty.

�Great idea!!� everyone exclaimed in unison.



�I think it�s disrespectful!� Daphne tried to say but everyone ignored her. But before they could get to the
statue they all splashed into the water.

Luckily, everyone knew how to swim and did so. Everybody climbed out of the water, sputtering and
coughing, and glaring at Amy.

�You said you had flying powers!!� Daphne accused.

�I did, but I guess the powers got spread too thin and didn�t work.� Amy retorted.

�Well, the good thing is we�re all safe, although Lucy almost wasn�t.� Michael stated.

�Yes, that�s true. I wonder what will happen next?� asked Beth.





4 - The Big Apple- I mean Egg

Chapter 3:

The Big Apple Egg

(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy. Richard and Marissa are people from school. NEITHER
FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST OF THESE CHARACERS)

�Hay, where is Kiki?� Beth asked looking around for the dark haired girl.



�Who knows.� Amy shrugged.

Daphne grinned �Well, guys we�re in The Big Apple!! We might as well look around.�

�I�m sorry to ruin you�re plans miss but we need you for an important mission.� They heard an ominous
woman�s voice from behind them.

�I�m from Secret Service, and we need you for a mission. If you help us with this mission, we�ll help you
break the curse.�

�You know about the curse? But how? I don�t think that info spreads round that quickly,� mused Beth.

�We�re from the SS (Secret Service), and we know all.� Said the woman from SS, who was dressed in all
black with black sunglasses.

�Right-o, and how are we supposed to trust you?� inquired Amy.



�Just trust me and I�ll help you break the curse.�

After a heated discussion as to whether to trust the woman or not, the adventurers decided to trust her.

�Very good� The woman said with a smile. �Let�s go to our underground meeting room.�

************

When the group was the under ground meeting room the woman explained the situation. �We have a
huge problem. A &&. GIANT EGG!!!!!�

Homer: mmmmmmmmmmm&&.giant egg (drools all over script).

Ladaya_Solo: That�s it strike three!!!! Back to the nuclear plant for you!!! Not that I support Nuclear



power but I�d rather that then you reading our script!!!

Fueraqua: Well, next up is Dumbledore, but we don�t want him because DUMBLEDORE IS THE
EVIL------

�HAAA HAAAA HAAAA� laughed Lucy.

Ladaya_Solo: Doesn�t Lucy have perfect timing?

Fueraqua: Always. Anyhoo, next up is&. Theresa and Voldemort?!?!?!?!?!?! Right-o then! (Theresa is
my 4-year old sissy).

Theresa: I love ponycare!!!!!



Voldemort: Take over the world!!!!! Get all of the wizards and muggles under my control!!!!!
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Theresa: You�re just misunderstanded.

Ladaya_Solo: I�m not sure this is the best idea&

�DON�T LAUGH!!!!� The woman spat at Lucy �THIS IS SERIOUS!!! There is a giant walking talking egg
trying to ruin ping-pong by replacing all ping-pong balls with raw eggs!!�

The whole table cracked up.

�I SAID DON�T LAUGH!!!� The women tried to tell them.



�It is pretty funny, though� Amy giggled

�Shouldn�t you be worrying about terrorist or something?� Adam asked sarcastically.

The women sighed, �Listen the egg is evil but not very bright. He has to keep checking his notes. You
must go into the library&�

�Oh! Like the library in The Day After Tomorrow?!?!?!??!?!� Amy asked excitedly.

�Yes&..� The women drawled �Anyway, go to the children�s section go to the computers get on a
Mary-Kate & Ashley Olsen computer game called �Mall Trall�. Go to the Politics store that�s where the
egg hid his notes. No one ever goes there.�

�Who would go there?� Daphne muttered

�I would� Michael cut in

�Why do I not put it past you to play a Mary Kate & Ashley Olsen game Michael?� Josh asked



�Shut up� Replied Michael

�When you click on the store it will ask you for the password. The password is SPLAT!! Then delete the
eggs notes do this on every computer. When his notes are gone he won�t know what to do. Oh and one
last thing you boy�s do know you�re covered in glitter, right?�

�Yes.� They all grumbled glaring at Amy.

�Tee-hee� Amy giggled

The adventurers then traveled to the library like the one in The Day After Tomorrow. They all went to the
children�s section, while being thoroughly creeped out by all of the Barney and little kids movies.

�I�m scared,� whispered Lucy.

�It�s ok. We�ll be in the computer section soon.� Consoled Adam.



After (safely) reaching the computer section, the companions all spread out to get the job done quicker.

�Right-o, do I just Google �Mall Trall?�� asked Amy.

�Yes, unless anyone knows the URL� replied Daphne.

At this point in the conversation, someone made a noise that sounded kind of like �I do�, but no one
could figure out who it was, though it sounded oddly like Michael.

One at a time they got on a computer and hacked on. Daphne searched in vain for an open computer.
Finally she came upon a computer where a little girl was already playing �Mall Trall� with her mother.

�Um& may I get on that computer ma�am?� Daphne asked politely as she could.

The mother turned and glared at her. �No we�re using it! Go read or a book or something.�

�But you don�t understand I NEED to get on.� Daphne tried to explain.



�That�s offly rude isn�t it, Annie?� The mother said to her daughter. The girl nodded.

�Well, will you be much longer?� Daphne asked starting to get annoyed.

�I told you read a book!!� The mother spat at Daphne

Theresa: That�s not very niiiiice. I like to play with my mommy, and daddy, and Chris, and Thomas, and
Claire, and my friends, and my cousin Rachel&.

Fueraqua: If you haven�t realized, it�s Voldemort who read and will read this script. I mean, if a
4-year-old could read this&

Voldemort: !@#$@#$ Why do I have to do this?!?!?! I�m the evil lord of the wizards and muggles!!!!!!!!!!
I shouldn�t have to do this!!!!!



Ladaya_Solo: You shouldn�t have signed up for the list of narrators, then.

Voldemort: Avada Kadabera!!!!!

(Green magic shoots out of his wand, but misses pathetically).

Theresa: and other cousin Rachel, and& Oooooooooooh!!! A butterfly!!!!! (Runs off chasing the butterfly
calling �Come back, I want to be your friend!�)

Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua: Awwwwwwwwwww& she�s adorable!!

�Listen Lady!� Daphne spat �I�ve TRIED to be nice but I really NEED that computer!! I won�t even log off
that program I need to use �Mall Trall�. I�ll only be on for a minute or two now PLEASE let me on!!!�



�I will never let you on so long as my daughter is playing �Mall Trall�!!!!!!!!!!!!!� The lady screeched. She
then started transforming into&

Theresa: (still chasing the butterfly) I�m siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinging in the rain!! Just siiiiiiiinging in the rain!!!!

Voldemort: What a gloooooorious feeeeeeeeeeeeeling! I�m happy again&

Ladaya_Solo: Wait& there�s no rain&.

Fueraqua: Right-O!!!! (turns on the water sprinklers)

Everyone except Fueraqua: (glare at her) Thanks, Fueraqua. We really appreciate it!

Fueraqua: (misses sarcasm) You�re quite welcome!



Ladaya_Solo: We have to fire those two soon, don�t we?

Fueraqua: Yeahhhh&. I wonder who it will be? (ultimate showdown music plays)

Ladaya_Solo: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Marissa: I�m. Never. Seeing. That. Again. Ever.

&An Agent Smith from the Matrix!!!!!!

�Hahahahahahaha!!!! Now no one shall escape the Matrix!!!!!!!�

�I don�t want to escape the Matrix. The other world sucks.�



Suddenly, the librarian shushed them all, saying �Shhhhhhh& this is a library!�

The Smith growled then lowered his voice and advanced on Daphne. �You won�t get away, I know your
with Mr. Anderson and the others.�

�I�m not in Kahoots with Ted- I mean Neo and the others if I was I�d be wearing black leather and dark
sunglasses!!�

The Smith paused with a look of realization on his face. �You�re right! Carry on then.�

�You�re my idol!� The little girl suddenly said to the Agent.

The Agent suddenly started singing �I�m A Little Teapot�, and out of the blue popped Paula, Randy, and
Simon!



Fueraqua: They�re the judges of American Idol, in case you don�t know.

Voldemort: I think everyone does.

Ladaya_Solo: How would you know? You�re from some fantasy wizard school or something.

Voldemort: (shifty eyes) & Of course& Avada Kadavera! (misses pathetically. Again).

Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua: You really can�t aim with that thing, can you?

Richard: Since you�ve tried shooting them with that thing, like, five times, you�re fired! (does a really
good Donald Trump impression)

Fueraqua: When did you get here?

Richard: I stowed away in the pizza box!



Homer: Mmmmmm& Pizza. *drools all over*

Ladaya_Solo: We fired you for a good reason you know.

Homer: Awwwwwwooooo&

Fueraqua: Sorry to break it to you Theresa, but since you were in cahoots with Voldemort, you�re fired
too. Wait.... When did my baby sister get to be in league with the Dark Lord?

Sauron: She�s not in league with me. Oh well. I�ll just get back to conquering Middle Earth, and trying to
capture the ring. THE ONE RING&TO RULE THEM ALL!!!!!!!!!!! {A/N: That line thanks to
Legendaryfrog.}

Ladaya_Solo: Not you, the other Dark Lord.

Sauron: Oh. Well, I�ll be off now.



Fueraqua: WAIT!!! If you don�t mind we�re going to use Gollum for the next narrator.

Sauron: Sure, Whatever. I don�t need him. He�s too creepy, �My Preciousing� all the time and whatnot.

Gollum: Wes wills reads the precious scripts wes wills. Wes will reads it GOLLUM GOLLUM
GOLLUM!!!!

�That was the absolute worst thing I�ve ever heard in my entire life. I�m going to say NO� Simon said.

�YO YO DOG!!!!! If that�s what Simons then that�s what I say. Seriously man that was horrible. And the
song choice man I mean we�re not a Kindergarten class. I�m saying no.� Randy said



�I think it was lovely!! Especially since all the music they have in you�re world is chase music. I can see
you as the next Raffie!!� Paula said

�Which clearly means it was horrible.� Simon Replied

�Simon can�t you be nice for once in you�re life&�

As Simon and Paula broke into one of their world famous arguments, Daphne got on the computer and
deleted the egg�s notes.

�C�mon guys let�s go.� Daphne said to the others. As they left Paula and Simon were still arguing. The
Librarian was trying to shush them.

Gollum: GOLLUM!!! KILL THE HOBITS!!!! Gollum, Gollum!!!

Fueraqua: *whispering to Ladaya_Solo* Are you sure that this is a good idea? I think he�s making the



little kids cry.

Some random little kid: WAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!! It�s a creepy monkey!!!

Ritsu: I�M SOOOOORRRRYYYYYYY!!!!! I DON�T MEAN TO BE CREEPY!!!!!!!! I�M SORR-

 Ladaya_Solo: (pokes Ritsu in the side) I personally think Gollum�s not gonna last all that long at this
rate&

The gang went back to the secret base. They were sitting around the table when the woman came back

�We did what you asked. Now lift the curse.� Peter said as he stood high on the chair trying to look
intimidating. But the chair swiveled under him and fell into the table. The table crumbled under him.
Daphne laughed uncontrollably. Amy constantly asked Peter if he was ok.

�We don�t need you anymore, you may leave� The woman said to the frantic crowd.



�What! Why?� Beth Asked the Woman

�Because we pushed the evil egg guy off of a wall. And all the President�s horses, and all of his men,
couldn�t put the evil egg guy back together again.�

�The President has horses?!?!?!� The group chorused.

�Well, yes he does...� The woman�s eyes suddenly got shifty.

�He actually has horses tromping around, reading our emails and listening to our phone conversations�

�How do the poor horses understand anything that we write or say?� asked Lucy.

�No idea.� Responded Adam.



The woman then cast them all out of the secret base without further ado.

�Well, that was weird. Where should we go next?� asked Brendan.

�How about this old deserted building?� Daphne inquired. She ran off before anyone could stop her.



5 - Something Smells... Squirrely

Chapter 4:

Something Smells& Squirrely

(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy. NEITHER FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST
OF THESE CHARACERS)

 



�Wait Daph-� shouted Adam.

�Don�t even try stopping her. Once she�s got her mind set on something, she�s not changing it for
anything, except for maybe chocolate or Manga.� Amy advised.

�Does anyone have a Manga or chocolate?� asked Adam.

�Nope.� They all said at once

�Looks like we have to follow her then.� said Beth.

The group then went into the deserted building, quickly catching up to Daphne.

�We shouldn�t be in a deserted building in New York, since the Apple�s known for its crime.� Michael tried
to tell Daphne



�Don�t worry, Amy has got her glitter!!� Daphne grinned

All the boys examined their glittery self�s. They realized they couldn�t argue.

They entered the building it looked like it was some five star hotels.

�Did I miss something here? When did we get to the Ritz?� Lucy inquired about her surroundings.

�Uhh& Daphne what�s that????� Amy asked in scared voice as she pointed to girl with a brunet ponytail
in a glass bubble.

�Oh don�t worry that�s Sailor Jupiter in a light bulb.� Daphne replied in her suddenly cheerful manner.

�Is she turning into a motorcycle riding turtle?� Asked Josh as he watched Sailor Jupiter change.

�Yes but when the evil guy asks the other scouts how they want Jupiter to be killed they�ll chose exit and
it will be all ok.�



�How do you know all this� Peter asked

Daphne�s eye got wide and misty. �I don�t know� She replied.

Suddenly, as if out of nowhere, stepped a person.

�Who are you and what do you want from us?!� demanded Beth.

�Don�t worry, I�m just trying to help you. I�d advise not going any farther- there�s evil there that does not
sleep.� Responded the person.

�Wait- you mean this is a Wal-Mart?� asked Michael.

�No, this is another place where there�s evil that doesn�t sleep. Besides, this place is a lot more
dangerous than Wal-Mart.�



�Hang on. I know your voice& Jack????� Amy spoke for the first time in a while.

�Yep. Took you long enough, didn�t it Amy?� he replied.

�Sorry, I just didn�t recognize you, what with all the shadows and stuff.�

�Wait,� inquired Daphne, �How do you know him?�

�He�s my cousin!�

�AWESOME, Well what�ll we do now; turn back?� Daphne asked

�Of course not!� Adam replied. �If there�s evil here then maybe it�s the source of the curse, we should
investigate!�

�If you absolutely want to go on, sure. But otherwise I�d advise turning back.� Jack advised



�We�ll go on ahead!� Replied Adam without even thinking of talking to the rest of the group.

�Fine. Here�s something that�ll help you out.� Out of his pocket, Jack pulled three packets of beans.

�No offense, but how�ll those help us?� Peter sounded disbelieving.

�They�re magic beans! If you eat one, you�ll turn into a red squirrel!�

After seeing the groups skeptical glances, he said �Like this!� ate a bean, and turned into a red squirrel.

�I�m for it,� said Amy.

�Me too,� Daphne concurred.

�All in favor shout �Yea�& okay; all against this shout �Nay�& Right-oh, it�s unanimous. We�re going!�
shouted Lucy.



The group trudged on through the building; Jack followed them as squirrel making sure they didn�t get
into any trouble.

Suddenly Lucy stopped. �Guy�s I�m hungry. How about you?�

Now that Lucy had brought it up, the group relised they were quite hungry.

Gollum: My preciousssssss!

Ladaya_Solo: Wait& can Gollum even read?

Fueraqua: Ummm& I guess for these story purposes he can.



Ladaya_Solo: Riiight. I think we should fire him soon. He�s starting to scare me with his schizophrenic
ways.

Gollum: Kill the hobbitses!! (Turns around)

Smagal: No! Go away and never come back!

Gollum: We needs to get the Precious!

Smagal: No! Master is good to us!

Fueraqua: Now I�m not sure whom we�re employing. Oh well, let�s just fire them both!

Ladaya_Solo: Good. He was really starting to creep me out.

Fueraqua: Who�s next?



Ladaya_Solo: Ummm& a& glue&stick&. RIIIIIIIGHT.

Fueraqua: No matter. Now let�s go eat some spam!

Ladaya_Solo: Right-o!

�Well, what are we going to eat?� Brendan asked as he sat on the floor with the rest of the group.

�All we�ve got are these magic beans and I don�t think they will satisfy our hunger� Josh said

�Plus, I don�t think we want to turn into squirrels just yet.� Daphne answered.

�Squirrels I hate Squirrels.� The group heard a hissing voice behind them.



�What�s that!?� Amy said.

Little Kid: (grabs glue stick and eats it.)

Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua: (Come back in stuffing spam into they�re mouth.)

Fueraqua: Moh Wew. He hawd a good wan {Translation: Oh well, he had a good run} (swallows Spam)
whose next Ladaya?

Ladaya_Solo: (Swallows Spam) Hmmmmm& OH!! Chibi-Robo!! Chibi-Robo!!! (laughs) I sound like
Telly-Vision!

Fueraqua: Will you read the script for us Chibi-robo?



Chibi-Robo: (Sign pops out of his head with a green exclamation point which means yes)

Ladaya_Solo: (puts script down by Chibi-Robo)

Chibi-Robo: (Stares at the script then notices a stain on the floor. And cleans it.)

Telly-Vision: (flies in) Oh! I�m sorry Chibi-Robo doesn�t talk much.

Ladaya_Solo: Shouldn�t you be saying double wing me.

Telly-Vision: &

Ladaya_Solo: Yah maybe this was a bad idea. Besides the Sandersons need him more then we do.
Sorry, Chibi-robo you�re fired.

Telly-Vision: Oh! Oh well Chibi-Robo let�s go (Leaves with Chibi-Robo)



Ladaya_Solo: So Fueraqua who�s next?

Fueraqua: Uhh& the list here says Donkey, from Shrek.

Ladaya_Solo: Well, that works.

�I don�t know, but RUN!!!!� screamed Lucy, her hunger forgotten.

The group started running helter-skelter around room.

�Hang on. Amy, give everyone a bean and escape through that heating vent over there!� shouted Jack.

�Right.�



Amy distributed the beans, and one by one they all turned into red squirrels and escaped through the
vent.

Daphne, who was last, yelled, �He�s right behind us! Move faster! I think it�s a Dwarf with a gun, but I�m
not sure.�

Amy risked a glance over her shoulder.

�That�s not a Dwarf with a gun, that�s our gym teacher, Mr. Squirrel-hater!�

Suddenly a shot rang out.

�OUCH!� Daphne shouted. �Why am I all of the sudden blue?�



Donkey: I�m Blue Daba Dee Daba Dye Daba Dee Daba Dye

 Fueraqua: (joins in) Llamas DEE llamas die

 Ladaya_Solo: SHUT UP AND READ THE STORY YOU TWO!!!!!!!

�I think that�s a paintball gun he�s got there. My older brother was always telling me stories about Mr.
Squirrel-hater shooting squirrels with a paintball gun.� Explained Amy.

There was a splash and the first person in the group turned back into their human form.

�The vent leads to the ocean!� shouted Brendan.

Soon everyone was back in his or her regular forms, and in the ocean. Daphne�s hair had become blue
from the paintball.



After seeing who they really were, Mr. Squirrel-hater quickly apologized and gave them all A�s in gym for
the rest of the year.

�I wish he had shot me with a VIBRANT ORANGE paintball.� Lucy moped.

�Mmmmmm&.. Something smells good!! J�ai faim!!!� Relished Daphne

�S, tengo hambre tambin.� Replied Amy

{A/N: Translations for both: �I have hunger�}

�Let�s swim over to where the smell and smoke are coming from. Any objections? No? Good. Now, let�s
go eat!� Beth quickly took charge.

As they were swimming, no one seemed to notice that the section that they were going to was roped off
from the rest of the ocean. All of the sudden they were lifted into the air in a big net with a bunch of fish
and other sea creatures.



�I can�t see this turning out too good!� Stated Daphne blankly.

***********

When they all came to their senses, they realized they were in a giant kitchen.

�Wait a moment, is that Jaques from Finding Nemo?� Asked Amy.

�I think it is. And he�s fallen victim to the evil chefs. Poor guy, he never stood a chance.� Responded
Adam.



�Umm&. Can we go now?� Inquired Amy to one of the chefs.

A chef turned to them and stared with red glowing eyes. He laughed an evil French laugh and played
with his mustache. �ON HON HON HON!!!! Of coarze you can. AZ ZOON AZ YOU WATCH ZEE
SHOW!!�

The chef pushed our heroes out the kitchen door. What they saw next was completely shocking. For up
on stage were& tap dancing fish with panama hats and canes and red and white striped shirts. In the
back were legs with no bodies doing the Can-Can. In the restaurant a bunch of perverted men were
cheering and throwing beer glasses in the air.

The group�s eyes were bleeding.

�Shield thy EYES!!!� Yelled Amy as she closed and covered her eyes and looked away.

The entire group looked away.

�AAAAH!!!! It�s everywhere!!!!!� Screamed Michael



�You can�t leave unlezz you zee show. ZO YOU�D BETTER WATCH IT!!� Ordered the Chef.

They agonizingly endured watching the horrifying show.

Donkey: That reminds me of when Shrek and I were down in the swamp, singing and tap dancing, and
then Dragon came and was all like, whoa, when did you get here, aren�t you supposed to-

Fueraqua: Someone please hurry and shut him up. I have one of those gags that they always use in
those old-timey shows to make people be quiet.

Ladaya_Solo: Who needs that when you have Duct Tape!!! (Quickly Duck Tapes Donkey�s mouth
before he can talk anymore)

Fueraqua: Thank you. Donkey, you�re fired

Donkey: Mmmfffmfmfmf



Ladaya_Solo: What�s that he says? More treason, write that down! (from the version of the hobbit we�re
doing in drama)

Fueraqua: & Do I need to? Oh well. (writes down Donkey�s treason) Who�s next?

Ladaya_Solo: The list says& Joe Bob Idiot. {A/N: I am cloaking his real name, though this name fits him
better}. OK not him. Though I will gladly kill him. Next is& *drum roll* the inventor of Altoids!

Fueraqua: *swoons* I think I�m in love& I LOVE ALTOIDS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Wait a moment& weren�t Altoids
invented, like, the 1700s? Oh well. Altoids rule!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Jim: Hi I�m Jim the inventor of Altoids.

Fueraqua: Teeee-heee (Wiggles fingers at Jim) HII JIM!!!!!

Ladaya_Solo: Oh Brother



�I think we can escape now&� whispered Lucy.

�OF COURZE YOU CAN�T!!!!!!!� shouted the evil Frenchman. �YOU SHALL NEVER LEAVE!!!!!!�

Jim: Mmmm& (eats an Altoid) These are really good! And I invented them& which makes them even
better!

Ladaya_Solo: What a self-centered snob!

Fueraqua: No he�s not! He invented Altoids! (gives Ladaya a dirty look)



Ladaya_Solo: Some people&

�Why not?� asked Michael.

�Becauze ze show will never be over! ON HON HON HON!!!!!� (Evil French laugh)

�Quick! While you still have the chance, whack him over the head with an eggplant with a spoon taped to
it!!!� screamed Beth.

Josh did so, and the chef froze, and toppled over.

Jim: Ooh! Another Altoid! *eats it* I love me!



�Where�d you get an eggplant with a spoon taped to it? And how�d you know what to do?� asked
Michael, who was extremely confused.

�I stole The Secret Book of Evil French Chefs from one of the cabinets, and the book tells you how to
vanquish evil French Chefs.� Replied Beth.

�And I simply found an eggplant, tape, and a spoon.� Josh added.

�Good enough for me! Now let�s get out of here.� Responded Daphne.

�Right-o. Vamos!� shouted Amy.

Jim: (Eats an Altoid) *hah* mmmmmmmmmmmm my minty fresh breath. 



The group ran out of the boat, which was close to land and jumped out and they swam to the shore.



6 - Inflatable Altoids

Chapter 5: Inflatable Altoids

(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy. NEITHER FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST
OF THESE CHARACERS)

Jim: Well, we�re back, and to celebrate, I�ll eat an Altoid! (Eats one)

Ladaya_Solo: & Isn�t that a bit much in the way of excessively eating Altoids?

Jim: Of course not! Mwahahahaha!!! (Eats yet another Altoid) Oh, how I do love these things!



Fueraqua: Um, Jim, you�re starting to scare the people that are around. Will you just read the script?

Jim: Oh, ok. (Eats a third Altoid this conversation). {A/N: that�s even more Altoids than my brother eats!}

It was dark and rainy, and the heroes were in a cave where a stand (like a lemonade stand) was set up
in the corner of the cave.

�Welcome to the caves! After touring this wonderful place, you can jump on the inflatables!� A lady
behind the stand said. Behind her was a bunch of people from Amy�s old E.P.P. class.

�Wait& Dr. Marshmallow?!?!?!? What are you doing here?� Amy asked.

�What�s it look like I�m doing? Anyways, who are you?� Dr. Marshmallow answered Amy�s question with
one of her own.



�Don�t you remember me? I�m in your E.P.P. class, and these are my classmates.�

�Oh, now I remember you. Well continue with your tour!�

The heroes then bravely tromped into the endless maze of caves.

After a while, they came upon a picture of a tiger in the woods. The tiger was prowling around right
outside a cave that it lived in.

�That�s a cool picture.� Lucy remarked as she reached up to touch it. Suddenly, as soon as her hand
made contact with the painting, there was a swirl of light and color. As soon as the others were able to
see again, Lucy was gone.

�OH NO!!!!!� Daphne screamed �Whose going to marry my brother now!!�

�WHAT!?!� Adam screamed.



�You know what I mean!� Daphne smirked.

�Guys!! Do you not seem to care that Lucy disappeared!?� Beth scolded.

�She just disappeared into this picture!� Josh said as he reached to touch the picture. There was another
swirl of light and color and then Josh was gone

Jim: (Eats three Altoids)

 Ladaya_Solo: (slaps Jim) Get back to the story!!!!!!!!!

Fueraqua: Ladaya_Solo, be nice

Jim: Fine. Just let me eat this last one. (eats another Altoid) Oops Out of Altoids (Takes another tin from
his pocket and eats three at once)



One by one the group touched the picture and went in. Beth was last to enter the picture. When she
entered she saw the group backing away from the tiger.

Beth went up to the tiger. �Stop bothering THEM!� Beth said to the tiger.

The tiger took one look at Beth and then went right up to her and stated nuzzling her.

�Wow Beth you being the tiger really came in handy!� Brendan said

�Yah-Yah.� Beth said trying to push the tiger away. �Let�s just get out of here.�



Jim: (Eats another two Altoids)

Fueraqua: STOP EATING ALTOIDS!!!!! Can I have one?

Ladaya_Solo: (Shaking head) You disgust me.

Fueraqua: Well, at least I got a free Altoid!

�Okay,� Daphne responded, �But how?�

�I know!� Exclaimed Amy, �We find some teleportation elevators and travel to the inflatable park, and
then jump around on a moon jump!�

�Sounds good to me,� The others replied.



The group then went looking through the woods for the tiger cave, which actually was right to the south
of them behind a thick cluster of trees, but none of them knew where south was because of their, um,
�awesome� senses of navigation. They finally found it hours later, after exhausting themselves walking
around without a break.

�Well, we finally found it!� Josh said in an excited yet tired voice.

�Yay!!!� Everyone shouted.

They entered the cave, teleported, and then hung out in the inflatable park.

The Group jumped for half an hour then slid out of the moon jump and out of the cave.





7 - A Burst of Stars

Chapter 6: A Burst of Stars
(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy. NEITHER FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST
OF THESE CHARACERS or Altoids or Ice Breakers or i-pods or Starburst or Pizza Hut)

Ladaya_Solo: So now we�re back and- Jim? Are you okay? Fueraqua, does he look okay?
Fueraqua: No, not at all& Whatever shall we do?
Jim: (Goes up to Fueraqua) HAAAAAAY!!!! BAAAAABE!! (Drools) Come on home with me and I will
show you my secret stash of Altoids!! Heh heh heh heh heh
Fueraqua: (Slaps Jim) GET LOST!!!!!!!!! Creep.
Ladaya_Solo: Oh dear! I think he�s high on Altoids! I didn�t think it was possible!
Fueraqua: I can�t believe I EVER liked him!!
Jim: Hay, Babe come on! Let mix your Ice Breakers with my Altoids and
Fueraqua: YOU SICK BASTARD!!!!!!!!!! (throws an i-pod at Jims head with all her might)
Jim: (keels over and dies)
Ladaya_Solo: GOOD RIDDANCE!!!!!
Fueraqua: Well Ladaya_Solo I�ve already hired the next narrator
Ladaya_Solo: Really? Who is it?
Link: (Bursts through doors) LADAYA_SOLO!!! I MUST HAVE YOU BACK!!!!!!!
Ladaya_Solo: NO LINK!! Why do you want me anyway! I�m the one who keeps leaving you for other
men!!
Link: But that only strengthens our relationship!!!
Ladaya_Solo: Actually I think it weakens our relationship! Anyway I can�t talk now I�m managing a story
with Fueraqua! It will resume as soon as the new narrator arrives
Link: I am the new narrator!
Ladaya_Solo: WHAT!!!
Link: But I won�t narrate unless you take me back.
Ladaya_Solo: Fine by me! We have a whole list of narrators much better than you.
Fueraqua: (Reads Script) Never mind Link! You�re in the next chapter any way so you�d better get out
there.
Link: (Sulks onto stage)
Fueraqua: I�ve hired someone even better& Drum roll, please! This random circus elephant!!!!!
Ladaya_Solo: &What. The. Crap.
Random Circus Elephant: (does its trumpeting call)
Ladaya_Solo: I can�t see this turning out too good&

After leaving the inflatable, the group found themselves in an interesting factory.
�What is this place?� Asked Beth.
�I don�t know.� Michael replied.



Suddenly a random blonde guy wearing all green and a funny hat came up to them.
�Hello, my name is Link. How may I help you?�
�Um, where are we, and what�s going on here?� Inquired Amy.
�You don�t know? Well, this is the Starburst Factory, and we make drinks by melting the Starbursts.
Don�t drink the Chocolate Hot Lava, it�s gross, and I didn�t like it at all. I�m the official taste tester, by the
way. I�ll take you on a tour if you like.�
�That would be good.� Daphne responded.
�This here is where they are making the orange drink. Watch carefully, and you�ll see part of the
process.�
The group watched as someone took out a starburst and put it in the machine very carefully, so as not to
get hurt by the chopper thing.
The man was far too careful and orange starburst came out in a weird shaped white blob came out.
�Oh Bother!� said the man in a weird-

Random Circus Elephant: (Does a stupid pointless dance than gives a loud trumpet call)

-British accent. �I guess we�ll have to give this to our captives.� The British man walked over to a cage,
which held the kids from the Family Circus.
�We�re too old to be in play pens.� Said Billy.
The man fed them then walked back to the machine to make the orange hot lava again only to get the
same results.
�AIDON!!! You know you�ve got to stop being afraid of the choppers or we�ll never get anything done.�
Teased another man also with a British accent.
�Does everyone here except you have a British accent?� Amy inquired.
�No� said Link.

Random Circus Elephant: (does its trumpeting call)

Link. The head of the company doesn�t; you can meet her at the end of the tour.�
�This is just awful!� Aidon stated. �We�ve already fed the prisoners for today! What�ll we do!�
Alex then looked over at the group taking the tour.
�Here.� He said to Daphne bluntly handing her the white blob �Try it.�
Daphne grabbed the white blob and looked over at Link. He was nodding as if to say. �Do it. And don�t
defy him�
Daphne plugged her nose and placed the white blob in her mouth. The group watched as she chewed.
Finally after what seemed like eternity she swallowed.
�So?� Asked her brother. �How was it?�
�Extremely salty� Daphne replied sticking out her tongue �Like corned beef or smoked salmon only more
so. Can I have something to drink?� Daphne inquired to Aidon.
�Here you go; some Chocolate Lava drink.� Said Aidon.
�Thanks,� Daphne replied. She took the Chocolate Lava and drank it. �This is actually really good!�
Daphne exclaimed in a surprised voice.
�Yeah, we�ve been working on that one for a few years now. The longer we�ve been working on a flavor,
the better it is.� Aidon replied.
�Can we be released from the play pen now?� Dolly asked.



�No, you may not. You�re our captives and you need to stay there.�
�Awww&�

Random Circus Elephant: (Does its trumpeting call to invite some friends over).
Dolphins that are the RCE�s friends: (Doing a double back flip while clicking to the Star Spangled
Banner)
Crocodile Hunter: What we see here are some prime examples of dolphin tricks. What they�re saying,
however is a warning to us all; so long, and thanks for all the fish.
Aliens trying to destroy the planet: What we see here is a prime example of a human doing a show.
What he�s saying however, might endanger our plan. He�ll be the first to go. ( The aliens then abduct the
Crocodile Hunter and take him to their Mother Ship).
Crocodile Hunter: What we see here are some prime examples of space aliens in the process of
abducting me. What�s that? This is real and not for the show? Cricky!
Fueraqua: That was weird.
Ladaya_Solo: Definitely.
Fueraqua: *cough* RCE you�re fired
Random Circus Elephant: (Runs out of the room crying)
Ladaya_Solo: The next Narrator is&&&Samara Morgan!
Samara: Seven days&.
Fueraqua: Yah Yah just read the friggen script! (shoves script at Samara)

�Now on with the tour.� said Link.
�Right-o!� Amy said in her right-o-ish voice
�On our right we see the first ever Starburst machine. It�s really old and doesn�t work properly. On our
left we see where they make some food that is not Starburst. Here, try some.� Link passed around some
glass that was shaped like little cats and lions. As soon as the group ate them, Mufasa from the Lion
King appeared and said:
�Those glass food items are a right of passage. You are now part of the Lion Tribe.� And then he
disappeared.
�That was quite odd&� Lucy muttered to herself.
�Yes indeedilly it was!�
�Flanders?!?!?! What are you doing here?�
�Oh, just checking out the making of some candy. �
�That person over there isn�t wearing proper work clothes!� Rod pointed out.
�Oh no, you�re right!� Flanders exclaimed, �Time for the Eye Soap!�
�The burning is love,� Tod said after his eyes were cleansed.

 Homer: Stupid Flanders!
Ladaya_Solo: STOP POPPING UP!!!!!!!!!
Samara: &..

The group quickly moved away from the Flanders.
�Now here we are at the final stop of our tour. You�ll get to meet the boss. She�s right through these
doors.� Link opened the door and inside was&..

 Samara: Hold on! I need to make a phone call. (goes to the phone dials a number) Seven days&..
(hangs up) Ok. I�m done back to the story.



 &The evil calculator of doom!

�Wha-?� the whole group questioned.
�So basically the whole factory is run by an evil calculator who is female and lacks a British accent?�
Amy asked. �That�s very interesting& however, what makes her the evil calculator of doom?�
�Just wait and see.� Link replied.
�So. Just when I was ready to make a sacrifice to the Supreme Pi, I was interrupted. You must be
punished, Link. However, you brought me fresh victims to pi-ify, so you are forgiven. Now, bring me the
equals button of doom!� Said the evil calculator of doom.
�Wait. So we�re going to be pi-ified by an evil calculator? That�s just weird. What is pi-ifiment, anyways?�
Adam asked.
�You�ll see,� Said Link, with an ominous laugh.
�Aaaaaa!!! Link has turned to the dark side! Whatever shall we do?� shouted Josh.
�I don�t know!� replied Beth.

 Samara: Will someone please give me a phone book?
Fueraqua: That would not be wise.
Samara: Give me one, or you shall suffer for seven days!!!

 Ladaya_Solo: Don�t you only call people after they watch your movie?
 Samara: True, true, very true& I know! I can make it a Flash animation and post it with a different name
than one that will indicate that the people watching will die!
Fueraqua: That�s a pretty evil idea.
 Sauron: Yes, yes, that�s evil, yes.
Ladaya_Solo: Go away
Sauron: Yes, ma�am.
Samara: I still don�t see a phone book&
Fueraqua: (Trembling in fear) Yes, Samara. (Hands Samara a phone book from 1954).
Samara: (Doesn�t know that the phone book is outdated). Hmmm& Who should I call first? I know!
Here�s this one guy called Flanders& (calls �Flanders�
 Shigure: (on the other end) Hello, Sohma Residence.
Samara: Hello there this is Samara. I like pie and long walks on the beach&
Fueraqua: What the heck why is Samara saying that.
Samara: and coming out of the TV and killing people
Shigure: Oooooooo! You sound hott are you a high school girl?
Kyo: (shouting in the back) YOU SICK BASTARD GET OFF THE PHONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Phone: (Goes dead) *beeeeeeeeup*
Ladaya_Solo: Samara your just plain FIERD!!
Samara: WHAT WHY YOU HISSSSSSSSS!!!!!! (Starts crawling towards Fueraqua and Ladaya_Solo)
Ladaya_Solo: (Whacks Samara on the head with an i-pod.)
Samara: (keels over and dies.)
Fueraqua: Ok next is the Taco Bell Chiwawa!
TB Chiwawa: Hola Seoritas!



Fueraqua: Hola!
Ladaya_Solo: (mumbles under her breath) Spanishy
Fueraqua: Hey, I heard that! (mumbles under her breath) Frenchie

Just when the heroes of this story were about to be pi-ified, Spiderman swooped down from the sky and
swept the heroes up so they were safe from almost certain doom.
�AAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!! Someone who was bitten by a radioactive spider! I can�t stand spiders!� Amy
screamed, and struggled frantically to get free. By that time the group was safely hanging from, and
dropping, the eaves of the Empire State Building.
�EEEEP!!!! What do we do?� said (the story suddenly changes to Spanish)

Ladaya_Solo: (hit�s Taco Bell Dog upside the head with a French book)
Fueraqua: Ladaya_Solo that�s animal cruelty!!!
Ladaya_Solo: (ignoring Fueraqua) READ IT IN ENGLISH OR DON�T READ IT AT ALL!!!!!!!
TB Chiwawa: S, Seorita
Ladaya_Solo: grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr&&.
Fueraqua: Power to Spanish!

�What are you doing!?� a random FBI agent shouted up at them.
�We�re just hanging around, no need to worry!� Michael shouted back.
�Of course we need to worry, someone get us down from here!� Daphne screamed at him.
�Hey, Mr. FBI agent, will you please help us down from here?� Asked Lucy calmly.
�Sure.� The random FBI agent replied.
Forty-two minutes and seventeen grappling hooks later, the group found themselves explaining to the
President why they were on the top of the Empire State Building, with a few embellishments and fiction
added to the truth. The President then deemed them all crazy and ordered them away on some of his
spare horses.
�So the President does have horses&� mused Peter.
�And we got these cool jackets!� Amy said happily.
�You always find a way to make the best of a situation, don�t you? These aren�t �cool jackets.� Note how
they cross the arms so you can�t move them. Do you see how that works?� Asked Daphne sarcastically.
�Yes, I do.� Replied Amy, totally missing the sarcasm.
After sitting in a room with soft white walls for a long time the doors opened and in stepped a man from
Pizza Hut. �Who order the stuffed crust extra cheese and the small sausage?�
�No one� Said Beth �How�d you get in anyway�
�We didn�t order it but we�ll gladly eat it,� Said Amy excitedly.
�If you�ll kindly and um& *cough* �temporarily� help us out of these straight jackets.� Adam cajoled
The man leaned in and said �Listen, I can get you out of here. But we have to hurry.�
�Pizza first.� Stated Daphne.
�We really don�t have time for that.� The Pizza Man said in an exasperated voice.
�Pizza First!� The entire group said at once.
�*sigh* Fine!�
The Pizza Man helped them out of their straight jackets and they ate the pizza together.
�Yay, pizza!� Exclaimed Amy and Daphne at the same time.
�Now that you�re done eating the pizza, can we set my awesome plan in motion?� Asked the Pizza Man.
�Fine.� The group replied.
The group then snuck into the trashcans and waited for the janitor to come. The janitor then threw the



trash bags inside the cans into the chute that lead to the incinerator.
�Now!� The Pizza Man shouted.
The group then jumped out of the trash bags and into a secret passage in the incinerator chute that lead
under the Atlantic Ocean, and to London, England, into a building that looked like a school.
�Thank you so much for saving us!� Beth said gratefully.
�It was nothing,� The Pizza Man replied, slightly embarrassed.
�Well, I guess you�ll need to leave now.� Daphne told the Pizza Man.
�Bye!� Everyone chorused.
�Um, before I leave, I believe a tip is in order,� The Pizza Man hinted *cough* subtly.
�Here you go. Everyone pitched in to pay for it.� Amy gave him the money. �Wait a moment& how did you
know how to escape and everything?�
�I have my ways.� The Pizza Man said mysteriously, who they now noticed looked vaguely familiar. They
all knew him when he was wearing black sunglasses and black clothing.
�Neo?!?!� Asked Peter confusedly.
The Pizza Man just smiled before jumping out the window and soaring away out of the Matrix.

 HHo



8 - Take a Ride on the Random Railroad

Chapter 8: Take a Ride on the Random Railroad
(A/N: In the story Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua were going to use their real names but Ladaya realized
her name was too much like a friend of her brothers so she changed it to Daphne, then Fueraqua also
wanted to change her name. So she�s Amy. NEITHER FUERAQUA NOR LADAYA_SOLO OWN MOST
OF THESE CHARACERS)

Andy: And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too.
And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And
Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too.
And Bob was there too.
Ladaya_Solo: He�s a BROKEN RECORD!
Fueraqua: Look�s like a fire.
Ladaya_Solo: WHERE!!!!
Fueraqua: I mean we have to fire Andy.
Ladaya_Solo: Oh&.
Andy: And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too.
And Bob was there too
Fueraqua: Ummm Andy
Andy: (Looks at Fueraqua) And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too
Fueraqua:  You�re fired.
Andy: (Looks sad and leaves) And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too.
And Bob was there too. And Bob was there too.
Fueraqua: Good riddance. (Throws a bipolar wooden spoon at Andy) Oops& wrong Andy. Umm& Can I
still be in the play?
Other Andy: Sure
Fueraqua: (Slips into audition character) AAAAA!!! It�s going to kill us!!! At least there�s still rum&
Ladaya_Solo: FUERAQUA!!! Get back to your regular self, and stop being the paranoid schizophrenic
alcoholic!!!!
Fueraqua: Waaan fine!!!!!
Ladaya_Solo: Anyway, (Reads narrator list. Big smile spreads across her face) The next is another
narrating pair MOKONA AND FAI!!!!!!
Kai-Chan: YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Fueraqua: (hands script to Fai and Mokona) will you please read the script for us.
Fai: I would be honored to read the script for such lovely ladies like you two.
Fueraqua: why thank y-
Ladaya_Solo: (hits Fai upside the head with narrator list.) STOP HITTING ON PRETTY GIRLS AND
START KISSING KURO-PUU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mokona: Wow!!!!! Great hit!!!!!!!!
Fai: Ahahaha
Fueraqua: Oh great! Ladaya_Solo, now we�re going to put a Yaoi warning on our story. And the number



of people interested will go down
Ladaya_Solo: Fueraqua, let�s be logical here. One, no one�s really reading this story. Two, I�M NOT
GOING TIP OFF HOMOPHOBS AND BIBLE LITEREST FOR A LITTLE LINE LIKE THAT IMPLIED
YAOI IS ON ALL SORTS OF INTERNET CRAP, IT�S NOT LIKE I�M MAKING ADAM KISS JOSH OR
SOMETHING!!!! Third, KuroFai is the answer to all the worlds problems.
Fueraqua: Ok I get the point
Ladaya_Solo: Ok, let�s start storytelling!

The group arrived at a train station. Between platforms 9 and 10, they saw a family of redheads. One of
them then started to run, and vanished into the wall!
�How did you do that and where are you going?� Amy asked excitedly of a redheaded woman.
�We�re going to platform 9 3/4. You simply walk into the wall, and you�ll arrive at the Hogwarts Express.�
She replied.
Amy summoned the group over. �Guess what!� she said, �If we walk into that wall, we�ll go to a wizard
school!�
For some reason that the world will never know, the rest of the heroes followed her plan and listened to
her directions to walk into the wall between platforms 9 and 10. They did manage to walk through,
however they didn�t end up at the Hogwarts Express. Instead they saw a sign that read, �Do you want to
see what life was like when the nation was split by turmoil? Then take the History Train!�
�Let�s go on the train!� suggested Peter.
Everyone bought tickets (courtesy of Amy�s hold-em-ups for cash with her glitter spray) and hopped on
the train.
Except for Daphne.

Fai: Uh-oh poor Daphne got separated from her traveling companions. Remember when that happened
to Kuro-rin and I.
Mokona: Ah yes you told us about that. And how you couldn�t communicate because Mokona wasn�t
around
Fai: ah yes that was a bit of a problem
Fueraqua: Guys could you just read the script please.
Fai and Mokona: (In one of their famous amusing conversations)
Fueraqua: Oh dear, I�m not loud enough hay Ladaya_Solo could you tell them to get back to the story
Ladaya_Solo: hmmmmm? (Looks up from drawing a fluffy KuroFai pic.) oh Ok. FAI, MOKONA!!!!! GET
BACK TO THE STORY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Fai: Ahaha ok. (-D
Ladaya_Solo: (thinks to herself) heeeheee the sooner they are either cut or the story ends the sooner
Fai can get back to his Kuro-puu (goes back to drawing her KuroFai pic)

She had mumbled to the group she didn�t want to go. �I want to go to the revolutionary time and be like
Sarah from �Liberty�s Kids�� She had said. But no one had listened to her.
Now she was wandering around looking for someone to share in her wish. When she over heard a boy
talking to himself.
�I�ll search forever if I have to till find someone to be Sarah and someone to be Heri.� He said.
Daphne immediately made herself known to him. They decided to go to a French toy store to find Henri.
�Okay, let�s go and find Henri. I�ll be James, and you can be Sarah.� The boy told her.
�Okay!�
The two journeyed on until they came to a shop labeled: �A French Boutique-ish Toy Store.�



When they stepped inside, they noticed a little boy sitting in the corner watching the newcomers warily
and observantly.
�Hello, who are you?� Daphne (a.k.a. Sarah) asked.
The boy just stared at her and didn�t answer.
�Um, I just asked you a question. What�s your name?� Daphne persisted.
The boy still refrained from answering.
�I guess he�s just shy,� the boy that was previously talking to himself (a.k.a. James) said to �Sarah.�
�Anyway, he can be Henri.�
As the three were leaving, the shop owner inquired what they were doing with his son.
�Oh, we�re just traveling back in time to the Revolutionary War. Don�t worry, he�ll come back safe and
sound.� Daphne replied.
�Well, take a sweater.� Said the grandma of the boy

Fai: Hmmmmm? That�s good advice. I should tell Kuro-pii that.
Mokona: Should we get a Sweater from Yuuko?
Fai: Yes what should we give her as payment?
Ladaya_Solo: (takes off Fueraqua�s Watch) here give her this
Fueraqua: NO!!!!!!!! NOT MY WATCH IT WAS A CHRISTMAS PRESANT FROM MY AUNT MARY!!
(After the whole spiel of Mokona projecting Yuuko and giving her Fueraqua�s watch ((which resulted in
much crying from Fueraqua)) as payment for the sweater the story resumed as did Ladaya_Solo�s fluffy
KuroFai pic)

The trio found one of those hand-pumped train carts that one person stands on one side and the other
person stands on the other and when one person pushes down on the lever and the other person pulls
up on the other, the cart moves.

Fai: If you are as confused with this description as I am, contact either Fueraqua or Ladaya_Solo
Fueraqua: (Holding a funeral for her watch and crying so she misses what Fai said)
Ladaya_Solo: hmmmmm? (Too busy drawing fluffy KuroFai pic to notice what Fai said)
Mokona: That�s a great idea. Wait a moment I�m get the feel that Sakura and the rest need help!
Fai: Oh, noes!
Fai and Mokona: (Leave the set)
Ladaya_Solo: Well, there go the narrators
Fueraqua: I�ve already hired the next one.
Davy Jones: Yarr hahaha!!!!!! Thanks for the invite ma�am I needed a break from being the devil of the
sea. It�s harder than it looks
Fueraqua: Believe me I know! Hay Ladaya_Solo come over and say hi to our new narrator!!
Ladaya_Solo: Need I remind you of my alter ego? No, no, no I�m quite fine here thank you drawing my
KuroFai pics! I must keep far away from Dave. FAR FAR AWAY! (Magically transports to other side of
the room) {A/N: Again courtesy of Legendary Frog}
 Theresa: (Boing)! I the beastie. Avada Kadavera!

 Dave and Fueraqua: Beastie, attack!

 Ladaya_Solo/Jack Sparrow: AAAAAA!!!! (Runs away)

 Fueraqua: Well, it's nice to have the beastie around, but she's been



studying the Dark Arts way too much. She's been corrupted by the evil of

Voldemort. Oh well.

 Dave: Yeah, she has a fifty/fifty of turning to the Dark Side to get all

the world's muggles under her control. Wait a moment, if she's in league

with Voldemort and I'm her master and so is he, that must mean that I have

some share in the souls of the muggles that the Dark Lord kills. Meaning

I'll have enough people in my crew to not have to worry about them all

merging into the ship. Yes, I can see this working now.

 Fueraqua: Good thinking!

 Ladaya_Solo: Fueraqua, call off your sister!

 Fueraqua: Fine

 Dave: No!

 Fueraqua: Beastie, stop attacking Ladaya_Solo!

 Theresa/Beastie/Death Eater: Oh, okay. =(

 Dave: Traitor!

 Fueraqua: Whatever, just read the script
Dave: Fine.

 �So do you like to eat?� Daphne asked the boy who was playing Henri.

 �Only when I have to.� He mumbled.

 �Oh dear looks like we got the wrong person for Henri� The boy who was James said.

 �Yah well. I can�t do a British accent worth crap.� Daphne responded

#######



Meanwhile the rest of the gang was wondering a Civil War Battlefield around looking for Daphne.
 "Wherever could she be?" asked Amy, who was, for once, worried.

 "I don't know." Replied Lucy.

 "Let's keep searching." Adam said, determined to find his sister.

  After an hour, Amy came to a realization.

 "She said something about how she'd rather be Sarah from Liberty's Kids.

 Maybe she actually followed through.

 The group gave one last disgusted look at all of the corpses from the

Battlefield, and went back to the train station.

 "Well, it doesn't appear that she'll be here any time soon. Maybe we can go look for her in the
Revolutionary War time." Beth suggested.

 "Don't remind me of this American history that I'll be learning about for

the eighth year out of the nine years I'll learn it! Why must they teach it to us every single year?!?!" Amy
complained.

#########

�Are we in the 1770�s YET!?!?!?!?!� Daphne asked.
�No. Now stop being lazy and pump� The James boy told her.
�Hay, wait we�ll have to meet Ben Franklin.� Daphne realized
�Yah and?�
�Well, after Manfred�s girlfriend�s obsession with him I got tired of him�

Maddie: (Hits Ladaya_Solo with an XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXL hammer.)
Ladaya_Solo: OWWWwwwwwwwwwahawahawaha Maddie hit Dave he�s reading the script.
Dave: HAY!!!!!! Runs toward Ladaya_Solo.
Ladaya_Solo: AAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!!!!!!! (Shows Dave the fluffy KuroFai picture.)
Dave: Awe they�re so fluffy together.
Ladaya_Solo: Yup they�re the answer to all the world�s problems
Dave: I will not attack you, but you still owe me 99 souls
Fueraqua: And you still owe me 10 sodas
Ladaya_Solo: Dave your fired.
Fueraqua: Noooooooooooooo!!!!!! He was awesome.
Dave: FINE!!!! YOU CAN�T FIRE ME I QUIT!!!! (Leaves)
Fueraqua: Why�d you do that?



Ladaya_Solo: For many reasons, the main of which is I�m done with my KuroFai pic and I want to start
a pic of Captain Jack Sparrow.
Fueraqua: Stop drawing I�m doing all the work here!
Ladaya_Solo: Whatever.
 Fueraqua: Well, whom are we going to have narrate next? Since you fired our last and awesomest
narrator.

 Ladaya_Solo: I'm not sure. Maybe for now we could narrate.

Fueraqua: Possibly. Wait a moment, how about Comet and George narrate!

 Ladaya_Solo: Ok!

{A/N: Comet and George are Fueraqua's really adorable rabbits}

 Comet: (Nose wiggle)

George: (Ear waggle)

 Fueraqua: I agree!

    Ladaya_Solo: This will be special...

   Theresa: Like my Special Negg!

�I�ve changed my mind� Daphne said. �Let�s go.�
�WHAT!!!!� James said.
�You and the anti-Henri can pump this train cart all you want just to see the crap they pound into our
head WAAAAAY too much at school but, I�ve got curses to break, Proms to attend, and best friends to
annoy so I�m getting off here. Thanks for the memories.� She replied.
"NOOOOOO!!!" The boy was clearly over reacting.

 "Have Henri pump the cart with you." Daphne replied.

 With that, she left.

 Comet: (Nose wiggle and ear twitch)

 George: (Suddenly in a tense position) (Tail waggle)

 Fueraqua: I'll be the translator!

 Ladaya_Solo: Good luck with that



 Fueraqua: (Pulls an Amy) Ok! Here's what they said: "Stop narrating

so loudly, you clod." That was Comet. Then George responded: "You take that back, or I'll bite you!" And
then they came to an agreement to leave each other alone and work together to take over the world.

 Ladaya_Solo: (Sarcastically) Really?

 Fueraqua: Yep!

 Comet and George: (Start menacing Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua)

 Ladaya_Solo and Fueraqua: AAAAAA!!!!

 Ladaya_Solo: Fueraqua do you mind if I fire your rabbits?

 Fueraqua: No go ahead!

 Ladaya_Solo: (fires the rabbits)

 Comet: (Nose wiggle)

Fueraqua: Translation: We�ll be back.
Ladaya_Solo: Well, I�m glad the stopped attacking us. But I�d do anything to have a good narrator!
???: That can be arranged&&
Fueraqua: Who said that?
(Out of the Shadows comes a girl with orange hair and red bangs. She�s wearing a short red dress and
a prada. She has pointy ears and horns)
Satan: Hi! I�m Satan
Fueraqua: I thought Satan was a guy.
Satan: I have many forms.
Ladaya_Solo: Uh&.. yah sorry about making your boyfriend a broken record.
Satan: Don�t sweat it! I just had my demons torture him till he shut up.
Fueraqua: Listen Satan if your suggesting we sell our soul for a good narrator, FORGET IT!!!!
Ladaya_Solo: Right! Now for baklava whenever I want, that�s a different story
Fueraqua: Ladaya_Solo!!!
Ladaya_Solo: What! In my religion anyone and everyone goes to Heaven, so I�m just getting free
baklava.
Fueraqua: Well, I�m not gonna sell my soul to Satan for anything.
Ladaya_Solo: Fine then. I�ll just enjoy all this baklava by myself!
Fueraqua: Fine!
Ladaya_Solo: Well, that aside, who�s next?
Fueraqua: Ummmm& That crazy chicken lady from Florida& Okaaaaayyyy
Crazy Chicken Lady: Now for my afternoon swim with my chicken
Ladaya_Solo: Riiiight&



After many wearisome minutes of searching around, Daphne found her pass.
�There you are!� The group shouted at her, all of them feeling deep relief.
�Yeah, I decided that it wasn�t worth it since they pound the Revolutionary War stuff into our heads since
2nd grade or so.�
�That�s good. Now let�s get back to the 21st century where we belong.� Adam told her.
�Wait! First can we go to a long time ago?� Amy asked.
�You and your crazy ideas,� Daphne responded.
�I think it sounds like a plan!� Some random worm that had just popped out of the ground said
encouragingly.
�Shut up, you.� Manfred told the worm.
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